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Altman to finalize Student Union site
by R. Norman Moody
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The site selected for UCF's Student Union, a
planned complex that will include meeting space,
recreational facilities and offices, will be finalized
and announced within the next few days.
President Steven Altman, who will make the final
decision on selection of the site, indicated that all the
recommendations had not been reviewed by the
committee.

•

Student government, which will have its offices in
the new complex, recommended that the building be
located at Pegasus Circle.
The faculty senate is also committed to Pegasus
Circle.
Other sites were looked at, including Drigger's
Field, where the marching band now rehearses, and
several others in the area of Pegasus Circle.
Though most of the committee members and
groups now seem to favor one of the Pegasus Circle
sites, the process did not run smoothly in the past.

Several months ago when the issue came up, former President Trevor Colbourn wanted the Student
Union built on Mercury Drive.
Colbourn opposed the Pegasus site because he
wanted that area to be kept a natural reserve, saying
in April, Pegasus will only be disturbed "over my dead
body."
Jeff Laing, SG chief of staff, said that SG received
wide support when it conducted a petition drive on losee UNION page 4

Students
to .protest
at park-in
by Tom Kopacz
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

.

Knights Requesting Ample
Parking CK.RAP), a group
formed by students who want
something done about the ·
parking problems on campus,
has announced plans for a
"park-in" to be held at noon on
Oct. 18.
According to co-founders
Glenn Semmel and .Bobby
Williams, t'RP 25-member organization wants students to
park around the reflecting
pond, the Kiosk and the sidewalks at that time.
Semmel doesn't think participants will have to worry
about their cars being towed.
"Does UCF have the resources
to tow even 500 cars? No, so
they certainly can't tow 5000,"
he said.
Williams said the idea for
the park-in came from a letter CRYSTAL CLEAR
by Matt Kiefer printed in The Groundskeeper Bob Donaldson of the UCF grounds department

Jorge AlvareztCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

a~ sists in the cleanup of the reflecting pond Thursday. The water
was drained and replaced by a fresh supply because of algae buildup. President Altman requested the cleanup.

see PARK-IN page 3

Faculty senate recommends rest-r ictions
by Jamie Carte
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The faculty senate Thursday
passed resolutions calling for limits
on class overrides and requesting a
change in the control of the peer advisement program.
The first resolution supported an
end to overrides which exceed ·the
legal limit of persons in a room.
The second resolution recommended that Undergraduate Studies should be put in charge of the
peer advisement program.
The resolutions passed will be
submitted to Dr. Richard Astro, university provost and chief academic
officer for the university. He will
take them under consideration for
implementation.
According to Dr. Rosie Joels,
chairman of the senate, resolutions
handled by the senate start in specialized committees.

The admissions and standards
committee reported at the meeting
that they are considering a resolution
concerning students receiving incomplete grades when teachers fail to tum
the grades in on time.
The instruction committee stated
they are deliberating a resolution
about revising the length of the academic school year. The personnel
committee stated support of issues
including extra faculty benefits and
revision of the tenure policy.
Steven Altman, university president, spoke to the senate about the
future plans of a student union site and
the $7.5 million UCF is anticipating for
the project.
Joels said, "Dr. Altman should be
given credit for finding a creative way
to raise funds for the student union."
She also gave credit for the project to
1987-88 student body President Roy
Reed and the faculty Ad Hoc Committee which set the basis for the union.
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Princeton report predicts professor shortage in U.S. by year 2000
during the next decade," the report continues. Finding qualified applicants is the main problem for the
Humanities and Philosophy Department at UCF,
Campuses across the nation, including UCF, will according to Lee Ann Kirkpatrick, the department's
suffer a shortage of professors by the end of the secretary.
''We have not done much hiring in the last 10-15
century uµless they start luring more students into
grad schools now, a new Princeton University Press years," Kirkpartick said. "The majority of our professors are in their late 50s, and they were here when the
report predicts.
The report by William G. Bowen and Julie Ann university opened."
Money is the biggest problem according to Dr.
Sosa says the worst shortages will be in humanities
Richard Astra, provost and chief academic officer.
and social sciences courses.
"During the past decade, however, the number of "There will be shortage anyway because there's not
students opting to go on to grad school instead ofinto enough money to hire more professors," he said.
"The lack of competition for salaries of professors
the job market has dwindled. The current crop of
professors, meanwhile, is aging and will be retiring is the main problem," according to Education Dean

by Trish Martin

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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William Johnson. He said mathematics and science
are the two fields that will suffer the most because
there not many people qualified in those areas.
Bowen and Sosa projected that, through 1992,
there will be 1.6 people competing for each open
college teaching position. Astro said the university
should become more competitive in luring students
into programs by offeringfinancial aid and promising
teaching positions in their field after graduate school.
Bowen suggested shortening the time required to
earn a Ph.D., increasing the number of fellowships
offered and improving the amount of money paid to
grad students.
College Press Service material used as source.

PARK-IN
FROM PAGE 1
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Central Florida Future ("Parking Curses," Sept . 26,
1989).
He and Semmel changed Kiefer's term "park-out"
to "park-in" to bring to mind the protest sit-ins of the
1960s.
Williams compared UCF to a large shopping mall
and its students to shoppers, saying, "Ifl were to own
and operate a large mega-shopping complex, I would
provide more than ample parking for my customers."
He said that if he were to expand his mall, he would
add more parking lots .
S.emmel and Williams said the park-in will protest
the . arking tickets handed out during August and
September, before the temporary parking lots were
added to ease the parking crunch. They want the
administration to void the parking tickets issued
then.
Williams suggested the university clear the land
set aside for future buildings now and use the space
Mlchaef LaughlinfCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
as temporary parking lots while new paved lots are
being constructed.
ANCHORS AWEIGH!
"It may cost 10 times as much to knock a tree down A student attempts to make the biggest splash Saturday in Delta Gamma's Anchor Splash Games. Winners of
10 years from now as it does today," he said.
· the various competitions received awards later that evening .
KRAP has set up a hot line for students who want
more information on the park-in at 260-2734.

· • COURSE INFO

•

•

The withdrawal deadline
for fall classes is Oct. 13.
Touchtone registration for
Spring '89 begins Nov. 13.
Specific appointment time is
on your Trial and Advisement
form. T&As will be available at
the college of your major by the
last week of October.
• SPORTS THERAPY

Cardiopulmonary Sciences
would like to talk to any students who are interested in
pursuing a degree in sports
therapy.
Part of the approval process
developed by the Board of
Regents involves finding out
what the interest level in such
a program might be.
To help Cardiopulmonary
Sciences determine the level of
interest, a petition for prospective students is available.
The petition can be signed
at the Health and Physics
Building, suite 350-.
•TRUMAN AWARDS

UCFis looking for nominees
for the Harry S. Truman Scholarship Program for 1990. As
many as 39 Truman Scholarships are awarded annually on
the basis of merit to students
who will be college juniors in
the 1990-1991 school year and
who have an outstanding potential for leadership in government and related public
service.
Each scholarship covers eligible expenses in the following
categories: tuition, books,
room and board to a maximum
amount of $7 ,000 annually.
The Scholarship deadline is
Dec. 1, 1989. Interested stu-

dents can contact Vicky Brain
at HFA 450 Tuesdays between
11 a.m. and noon and Thursdays between 11 a.m. and 1
p.m. or call 275-2212.
• AASU CONFERENCE

The UCF African American
Student Union (formerly BSU)
will host the 14th Annual
Presidential Conference of th e
Florida African American Student As sociati on ,
In c.
CFAASA) Oct. 20-22 on the
UCFcampus.
The FAASA r ep resen t s
more than 60,000 African
American students attending
public and private colleges and
universities in the stat e of
Florida.
The theme for the Conference is "African Americans
Understanding the Meaning
of the Missions: In Search of
Self and our Priorities."
The campus AASU is also
meeting today at 2 p. m. and
tomorrow at 6 p. m. in the Student Organizational Lounge.
All students are welcome.
For more information, call the
AASU at 275-2450.

American, Mexican American,
or Puerto Rican and U.S. citizens at the time of application .
The minimum academic
requirement for the student is
enrollment in the junior year
of undergraduate study in one
of the engineering disciplines.
Seniors and recent graduates
are encouraged to apply.
Applications must be received
by Dec. 1, 1990 and the awards
will be a nnounced Feb. 1,
1990. To obtain an application, write GEM Program,
P.O. Box 537 Notre Dame, IN
46556 or call (219)-239-7183.
• INVESTMENT GAME

The Second Annual AT&T
Collegiate Investment Challenge begins Nov. 1, 1989.
The Challenge is a nationwide investment game pr oduced by Wall Street Games,
Inc., and is based on a handson education al concept that
recreates actual stock market
trading.
Students start out with a
fictional $000,000 brokerage
account and will buy and sell
shares of stock via toll-free
AT&T 800 Service to "brokers"
directly on the trading floor for
• MINORITY GRADS
The National Consortium the challenge. The object of the
for Graduate Degrees for Mi- challenge is too compile the
norities in Engineering, Inc., most profitable stock portfolio
(GEM) is accepting applica- by the end of the four-month
tions for its 1990 Master's competition.
The top ten collegiate finDegree Fellowship competition which will provide 150 ishers and their guests will be
awards to ethnic minority stu- AT&T Awards Banquet,
dents in engineering. It was where they'll split $61,500 in
designed to increase the pool of cash prizes.
For more information, call
minority students who receive
Master's degrees annually in 1-800-545-1990.
engineering.
Students who apply must be • JUDAIC LECTURES
Dr. Nahum M. Sarna,. a
American Indian, black

bible scholar, is the first municators who have sucspeaker for the UCF Judaic ceeded in the business.
Studies Distinguished Lecture
Besides attending monthly
Series.
meetings of the student chap"Job vs. God : Protest ter, IABC/UCF members can
Against Evil" will take place at interact with area business
8 p.m., Oct. 30 in the Univer- communicators at the monthly
sity Dining Room.
meeting of the !ABC's Central
Sama will also direct a Flor ida chapter
Details of upcoming meetseminar at 11 a.m. on Oct. 31
in room 221 of Phillips Hall. ing, even ts speakers and teleHis topic: A Modem J ewish phone numbers of chapter offiCommentary in the Making: cers are located on the OrganThe Inner Workings of the JPS izational Communication bulTorah Commentary."
letin board on the fifth floor of
For further information the Fine Arts building next to
contact Dr. Moshe Pelli, direc- Dr. Taylor's office.
tor of Judaic Studies, at 2815039 or 275-2251.
• VALENCIA ALUMNI
Former student s of Valen• IDEAS TO DOLLARS
cia Community College who
The Florida Product Inno- want to receive the Valencia
vation Cent er is sponsoring an Alumni Association Newslet Ideas to Dollars seminar on ter can contact the school's
Nov. 2, 1989., at the Orlando alumni office at 299-5000, ext.
Harley Hotel.
3466.
Topics presented in the
The publication contains
seminar include: marketing news on Valencia alumni and
inventions to maximize prof- activities sponsored by the
its, legal aspects of new devel- association. Any student who
opment, financing new prod- has taken classes at Valencia
ucts and inventions, prototype can receive the newsletter.
development and sources for
additional assistance.
• SONG CONTEST
To register, coutact the The UCF Music Recording
Small Business Development Society is holding a song conCenter at (407)-281-5554.
test.
There is a registration fee of
All UCF students are wel$30 which includes lunch.
come. Entry forms are available in the music' rehearsal
• IABC CLUB
hall.
The International AssociaCash prizes will be retion of Business Communica- warded for the best songs. The
tors (!ABC) exposes students fee for entry is $5.
to networking opportunities
The society's meetings are
with area professionals.
Tuesday nights from 6 p.m. to·
Tips for resumes, cover let- 10 p.m. in the rehearsal hall.
ters, better internships and
Students may sign up for re-.
successful interviews are dis- cording studio time at the
cussed with professional com- meetings.
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POiice find second bomb threat in last month· to be hoax
•BOMB -THREAT .
·Campus Police reported. a bomb
threat.on Sept. 29.
This is second reported bomb threat
within the last month, according the
reports.
Alice Ingram reported that she received a call from a female claiming
there was a an explosive device in the
Health and Physics Bldg.
No such device was found.

SENATE
FROM PAG E 1

purposes," said Dr. K Phillip
Taylor, who originally submitted the resolution to the senate.
Cla·s sroom legal capacities
are determined by the Fire
Marshall according to room
size.
Taylor said he teaches a
communication class in Phillips Hall.
At each entrance to the
room, signs state that the legal
capacity is 100. According to
Taylor, there are 117 students
enrolled in that class.
Ironically, this same room
was used for the senate meeting in which they accepted
Taylor's resolution.
"I happen to teach in this
room," Taylor told the senate.
He said although full attendance for this class is not a
daily occurrence, every enrolled student does attend
during quiz days.
Ken Garbee, a senior in
Taylor's communication class,
said he remembered the first

•COMPUTER MISSING
A computer has been missing from
portable classroom 102 since Sept. 28,
reports reveal.
According to Mary H. Caller man,
the computer was an Apple Ile
• FIXTURE DAMAGED
A light fixture on the second floor of
Volusia Hal1 was br oken on Sept. 29,
reports reveal.

day of class when Taylor told
students th ere were way too
many of them in the class.
"He said that he wouldn't be
too upset if students decided to
skip class once in awhile,"
Garbee said.
Some stated that classes
are usually overbooked because students are expected to
drop out. Others added that it
is tough to determine the
amount of overrides to give
because add/drop is going on at
the same time.
With the acceptance of the
resolution, the senate agreed
that the number of overrides
will have to be curbed.
According to Communication Chairman Dr. James
Welke, the amount of overrides given for a class were
determined by how many students were estimated to drop
it.
Now accepted by the senate,
the resolution will be given to
Senate Provost Dr. Richard
Astro, and then to Altman.
If implemented, the resolution will most likely become a
university rule next semester,
faculty members estimate.

Shawn Michael Emling, 19, was
arrested on a charge of criminal mischief in relation to the case.
• RESISTING ARREST
Juan Rafael Sequeira was arrested
Sept. 30 on a charge of resisting arrest
without violence after he allegedly interfered with an investigation , and
then ran from campus police.
According to witn ess Richard Sh er-

rod, police were investigating an open
container violation involving a friend of
Sequeira's.
Sequeira's alleged interference in
the incident resulted in the chase.
Sequeira is a Polk Hall resident.

and sciences, the relocating of
peer
advisement had been reFROM PAG E 1
searched two years ago.
Seidel was a member of the
student affairs office and the committee which was formed
peer counselors are based in to look into the issue. Their
the counseling and testing ultimate decision was to reccenter.
ommend an academic unit to
There were approximately handle management of the
12 0-team representatives in peer advisors.
In the senate meeting Dr.
attendance at the senate meeting. However, there were no Budd Berringer of pre-health
peer advisor representatives professions spoke in defense of
present.
the peer advisors. He said,
Dr. LeVester Tubbs, vice- "Having a Ph.D. does not orpresident of student affairs, dain one to be a quality advisaid, "I feel it was an unfair sor."
Tubbs, who also spoke in
process to make a decision
without those responsible in defense of the peer advisors at
a tten dance."
the senate meeting, said,
Ellen Bolves, coordinator of "Moving things around doesn't
peer counseling, says, "We [the solve problems."
Bolves said she is "disapcounseling and testing center]
were unaware a decision was pointed for the students." She
going to be made or we would also said the students are orhave had someone come and ganizing a rebuttal in their
speak on our behalf."
defense.
The resolution will go on to
Bolves said the director of
the counseling and testing Dr. Richard Astro, provost and
center, Dr. Robert Harman, chief academic officer, who will
was out of town and unaware work with Tubbs to reach an
of the matter.
agreement.
According to Dr. Kathryn
Tubbs said they will adSeidel, assistant dean of arts dress the faculty's concerns.

RESOLUTION

.
•

compiled by Dave Schlenker
Central Florida Future
Staff Reporter

UNION
FROM PAGE 1

eating the Student Union at
Pegasus Circle
During Colbourn's tenure,
Drigger's Field was tentatively selected as the building
site, which sparked protests
from members of the marching
band.
Altman said that when the
Art Complex moves next t o
Drigger's Field, there would
not be enough room for the
Student Union building.
Though funds for the complete project have not yet been
allocated, many of those involved remai~ optimistic.
Altman said, "We have $4
million to start phase one of
what we expect to be a $12
million facility."
He said that the Board of
Regen ts is working on an additional $7.5 million through the
state legislature and that approval "looks pretty good.
"If that happens we will be
able to build a full scale facility ... to fit the stature of this
university," Altman added.

•

•

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
*

UPS works through the UCF Placement Office
in accepting applications for part-time loaders
and unloaders

*

Earn more than DOUBLE MINIMUM WAGE

*

Paid vacations and holidays

*

Work shift 10:30 PM

*

Scholastic Assistance
(up to $500 per semester)

*

For an interview appointment, sign up in the
Career Resource Center (ADM 124)

•
......,

~~

•
•

•

•
Paying for college is not an easy task. Even if you have a student loan or your parents are helping you out. It is always nice to have some extra
money in your bank account for spending or saving.
These days finding a job can be such a hassle. Who has time to deal with minimum wages, uncertain hours that change all the time, having
to work what seems like every weekend and working so many hours to make money, that your grades suffer. There is a better way!

•

•

UPS has long been recognized as a leader in the small package delivery business. We ·p ay top wages that include benefits such as paid
vacations and holidays. These benefits are comparable to benfits that some full-time jobs offer. Besides the pay, UPS offers considerably more. •
The steady, consistent hours give stability to your schedule. The work shift you select will allow you to plan the courses you need without having
to work weekends so your social life stays intact.

•

UPS offer a physical job that in fact gives you a work-out while you work. As a student, time is very valuable and it is important to maximize
your efforts and time.

•

What better job could suit your needs? Earn excel lent wages with benefits to match, get in shaoe, and work hours that allow you to fulfillyour
career goals in school.
UPS is an equal opportunity employer M/F

•
Scholastic Assistance is a pilot program and United Parcel Service rese rves th e right to modify or d iscontinu e this program at any time.
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SEA OF LOVE (R)

2:20-4:40-7:15.:9:45
AN INNOCENT MAN (R)

2: 15-5:00-7:30-10:00
BLACK RAIN (R)
:00-4.:50-7:30-9:50

fiOADWAY PACKAGE SYS1EM ..

•

ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM

JOHNNY HANDSOME (R)
2:20-4:2(}-{):20-8:20- 10:20

ALL SHOWS ALL SEATS $3.00
EXCEPT BLACK RAIN AND
AN INNOCENT MAN

NIGHT GAMES (R)
2:05-4:05-6:05-8:05· 10:05

COUNSELOR/TEACHER

•

•

•
RoadWay Package System IS
accepting applications for parttiine loaders and unloaders.
Excellent pay - $7 .00 per hour.

Leader in quality programs for Youth-atRisk has openings for Counselor /Teachers
in year round wilderness camps in FL, NC,
TN, RI, VT and NH. Seeking career
minded, dedicated individuals with a sincere desire to help kids. Background in
Psychology, Sociology, Recreation, Spec.
Ed., or related human service field helpful.

WORK SHIFTS AVAILABLE:
Monday - Friday
3:00A.M. - 7:00A.M.

Ou ts tanding Internships and Co-op programs are available. Graduates and Juniors are encouraged to apply.
Contact your placement office or Co-op
Advisor for further information, or you
may call Larry English or Jacki Timmons at
1I800-554-4357.

Phone
297-3715
for Inore inform.ation

•

K

I
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ECKERD FAMILY YOUTH
ALTERNATIVES, INC.
P.O. Box 7450
Clearwater, FL 34618

0

s

K.

FALL HOURS:
Monday-Thursday: 9am-9pm
Friday: 9am-7pm
Saturdny: 1Onm-2pm

MOVIE TICKETS
General Cinema
Fashion Square
Altamonte Mall Parkwood Plaza
· Seminole Plaza
Colonial Promenade

United Artist
Lake Howell
Republic Square
Florida Mall

ATTRACTION TICKETS
Busch Gardens
Wet NWild
Sea World
Magic Kingdom

EPCOT
MGM Studios
Boardwalk & Baseball
Ticket Masters

For More
Information
Call: 275·2060 _·

Plus
Lost&Found
Weekend Student Services

AMC Theatres
Fashion Village 8
Interstate 6

Sat: 10am-2pm Sun: 2pm-5pm

(S.E.P.S.) Student Escprt Patrol Services
Sun-Thurs: l Opm-12 Midnight

5

0

• •

·
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Jury asked for it
in controversial
ruling on .rape
A Broward County jury found a Fort Lauderdale rape victim guilty Wednesday and turned
the UnitedStatesjusticesystem upside down in
the process.
The jurors said because the young woman
was dressed in a provocative way, she was asking to be raped. Steven Lord was found not
guilty of armed kidnapping and armed sexual
assault.
Apparently, her lace miniskirt and green
tank top were enough to warrant such an attack.
This brings back the problems we used to
encounter in our society which was often unreceptive to the cares of women. A society which
all too often blamed the victim in crimes ofrape.
Such a mind set should not exist with the 1990s
just around the corner.
One does not provoke a rape just as one can
not provoke a theft.
If this were true then no criminal would be
unprovoked.
A thief could defend himself in court by saying he broke through your car windshield and
grabbed your wallet because you carelessly left
it on the dashboard in plain sight.
Leaving your wallet on the dashboard of your
car may be an open invitation for some thief to
take it but it does not make the crime of theft
alright.
Justice does not, or rather should not, work
this way. If it's illegal to rape it is illegal to rape
for any reason.
The young woman from Fort Lauderdale may
have used poor judgement in her selection of
clothing for the evening. Perhaps she was knowingly walking the streets in a bad area of town.
But, she surely was not out that night expecting
to get raped and had no intentions of encouraging such an act.
The temptations of the woman's provocative
attire may lead men to lust, but rape and lust
are different acts. The former most surely creates a victim and should be punished. There
should be no mitigating circumstances for rape.
The results of the jury's ruling have yet to
surface. Maybe women will have to think twice
about the perfume they wear or maybejurrors
will realize that a woman who wears a green
tank top and a lace miniskirt is not out looking
for a rapist.
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WHERE IS

YOUR.CAR
~' PARKED?

U.S. should look before 'it leaps
Do we have a responsibility to remove Gen. Manuel Noriega from Panama? Is the United states
obligated to oust this ruthless dictator in an effort to
ensure free, democratic elections in Panama?
Again and again these unavoidable questions
appear in the minds of many an elected official and
many a concerned America; together they are part of
very large and all important enigma: What should another Vietnam had we acted; this is simple fact
U.S. foreign policy be striving for in Central America? based on history.
That is not to say Noriega should remain in power
The answer to this is indeed quite simple: our
actions should be those of non-interference until our indefinitely. Certainly his presence is not conducive
interests or those of our allies are directly threat- to harmony within Panama and eventually his reened. Nicaragua is the model; Daniel Ortega is the moval will become a necessity. Therefore, our role •
leader of a Communist regime which receives 500 must be to urge on the decent Panamanians, stir up
million dollars a year from the Soviet Union in mili- their feeling ofresentment against this hate monger
tary support. Being practically in our back yard, this and in the effect, create a situation which Noriega will
poses a direct threat to the U.S. and we are obligated f!Ot be able to deal with. Anyone who thinks the band
to take immediate action (our inability to act may ofl50 troops which attempted the coup is the total
have already caused insurmountable harm and is opposition againstNoriegais dead wrong. The recent
setting the stage for unavoidable future problems.) elections which Noriega ruled null and void give proof •
At this point, if the U.S. were to send in the troops that there are several thousand Panamanians anxinto Panama with the intention of removing their ious to see the general ousted. In the end, it will be the
drug dealing dictator, the loss ofAmerican lives could Panamanian people who carry outNoriega's removal,
not be justified; the effect would be an uproar of the Panamanian people who institute free elections
criticism and chaos in the streets of a country already in Panama, and the Panamanian people who make
at odds with itself. The same liberals who today ye11 Panama a democracy.
and scream at our inability to act in the recent coup
If, however, Noriega decides to overstep his politiattempt are the same individuals who would be cal boundaries and directly threatens our interests,
lambasting the U.S. government for engaging in we must move in to carry out the necessary actions.

• NO DOUBT A FOOL

Editor:
I am writing in regards to David
DiSalvo's Sept. 28 Future column
titled, "UCF, defying those who
support it."
Having read several of his past
literary efforts, I can't help but
believe Mr. DiSalvo relishes in
attention he receives by enraging
readers with verbose, half-witted
impressions of what he believes to
be the true order of the universe.
For the sake of objective discussion, let's briefly examine
DiSalvo's interpretation of the
UCF screening of the much
ballyhooed The Last Temptation of
Christ.
DiSalvo finds the film
"abhorrent" and an "atrocity,"
with the film being released on
video tape as something for those
individuals anxious to enjoy the
pleasures of blasphemy in the privacy of their own home.
He ends his essay with the conclusion thatbyshowingthisfilm in
the UCF Student Center as part of

a lecture, discussion program,
UCFhas disgraced the community
and become a college "bent on defying those who support it."
Ha!
Mr. DiSalvo's logic is sadly
twisted.
The same constitutional freedom of speech that allows this individual to express his opinion, no
matter how moronic, is at the very
heart of his condemnation ofUCF
for showing the film in the first
place.
I support Mr. DiSalvo's right to
voice his opinion, but an old adage
comes to mind: "It is better to be
silent and thought a fool then to
open one's mouth and remove all
doubt."
Jon A. Christoffel
public relations
• IT COULD BE WORSE
Editor:
This letter is to the students
who think that the UCF administration is somehow secretly hid-

ing the funds for new parking
spaces. Granted, we are all upset
when we have to search for a parking space.
But, before we stage "park-ins"
like one student suggested, let's
look for ways to solve this problem.
Remember, watch out what you
wish for, because your wishes may
come true.
How about having to face a
parking system like the University ofFlorida's. We always like to
compare ourselves to them.
1. Students who live within a
mile of the university are not allowed to park on campus.
2. Students who reside in the
dorms are not allowed to park
their cars behind the dorms during the day because [those spots]
are assigned to professors and
grad students.
3. Parking privileges are assigned on student class standing graduate, senior, junior and so on.

•
•
•

•

•
•

Former gator now proud knight •

•
•

•

•

•

•

•
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Construction ahead:
yielding to progress
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It's a foggy Fall morning and I'm late for school.
I pile in my car and take off, through the maze of
side streets that I choose over the packed major
thoroughfares.
My course winds me onto a rural road which has
always afforded quick, peaceful travel without the
reminders of a building city. Suddenly, in the
distance, I see a strange orange beacon signalling
me through the fog. The form of a road sign
becomes apparent and I read "Construction
Ahead." My God, they're here!
I brace myself for the lurking danger ahead.
The fog obscures my vision, but I begin to make out
the shape of a man holding a slow/stop sign. I'm
confused; I'm angered by progress' invasion of my
road; I'm enraged by the knowledge that this flag
man makes more money than my college professors, and has better benefits. So, I make the only
rational decision: I try to run him over.
Now I'm in the fog again and Bob's Barricades
wink smartly at me as I fly past them. I whiz past
a truck full of road workers and holler, "Go back,
go back!" Several drop their McBreakfasts. I roll
on.
My next target approaches; the second flagman
comes into view. He has fallen asleep leaning on
his sign and a line of stopped cars extends back
into the horizon. I spin my car around and jump
out. A drop kick knocks the guy flat and I stand
towering over his disoriented form. "Take your
friends and get out of here," I tell him. "You're not
wanted." The flag man jumps to his feet and runs
screaming toward the truck where his co-workers
await. The people in the stopped cars cheer and
honk their horns as they resume their peaceful
drive. Back in my car, I feel proud to have taken a
stand.
A few miles down the road I see another sign:
Welcome to Georgia. I was too late; the road crews
have stuck again.

Student Government PC Lab
Fall 1989 Hours:

g

Monday thru Thursday:
9:00 am -11 :00 pm
Friday:
9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Sunday:
3:00 pm - 11 :00 pm

~-~

CCC

RESUME?

RESEARCH

STOP BY AND USE THE FREE COMPUTERS
AND TYPEWRITERS
Free use of Macintosh computers and typewriters
to all UCF students with a validated I.D.

•

7

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL
STUDENT GOVERNMENT AT x2191
OR THE PC LAB DIRECTLY AT x2831

•
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Gamma Delta Iota
Mushmelon Toss At House. Pledges, no
meetings or dues JUSt beer and women.

Zeta Tau Alpha
Thanks to the TEKES for a great pre-post
game party II Ladies- do you all have dates for
FRAT Man Affair?BeattheSCApromptlyat
7:30 on Wednesday night. (No Zeta time!)
ACACIA
Listen up guys I Need to get out and sell those
great UCF mugs. Remember car wash this
Sat. and Sun. Check out the new bulletin
board in cafeteria for upcoming events.
Lambda Chi Alpha
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Sigma· chi
Hey T ri-Delt, Pi Phi and U's -you wonderful
hot sexy ladies. This Friday's the night for a
frightful delight. This social will be out of sight.
Morbid is the theme of this Bash. lfwe all wear
black, wewon'tclash. We'll have a good time.
Hope you like this rhyme , so be on time
please.We're down on our knees. Love The
Lambdas, The Sigs and The Es!
Delta Tau Delta
We had an illustrious week with the 6r's.
Many thanks to our coaches - Erin, Randy,
and Janice as well as to Jason "Ego" Cokias
for an excellent job as Anchor Splash Chairman. Bear in mind, withdrawal deadline is
October 13 also, "Ego" has info. about Elton
John Fundraiser this Saturday. Go Dells.
Kappa Sigma
Guys, Football game tomorrow at 5. Friday
night Toga Party Auction Bust - a move.
Happy Birthday Marty. Study! Study! Study!
Pledges. work on those pledge books! io;
lookin' shaIJ>I
Alpha Tau Omega
~sAnchor Splash was

excellent Congratulations to Ashley Calvert for being selected as
a Homecoming candidate ! ATO 1 vs l:AE
Tuesday 5. let's get out and support the
Team.AT0#111
Alpha Phi Omega
Congrats AW'sl We did our part 1n the satewide beach clean up , UCF Biathlon and
Threshold Run . Our Rectemberfest Team
had a blast and did not finish last. Brothers:
meet a pledge and sign a pledge book today!

Need roommate - $225/mo. 1 mile from UCF.
Call 657-53.76.
Wanted - Roommate, Female non-smoker,
semester/school year, Lake Killarney area,
$275/mo, J4nior or higher, serious student.
644-9574 Leave message or 1800 Lee Rd ,
Apt C, Winter Park, Fl 32789.

Looking for bookkeeper dose to UCF cam- .
pus. 2-4 hours/day, 2 or 3 days a week. Call
Rose at Athletic Avenue 677-0066, resume
preferable.

Twin bed: frame, mattress, headboard $50.
Call 658-9942 across from UCF .

Bob Knight Photomarketing is looking for part
time employees with a professional attitude
and appearance. Must be willing to work
nights and weekends. No photography expenence necessary but must have a 35mm
camera. Call 292-2054 between 9am and
5pm M-F.

Drum set - CB - 700, 5-plece choice of Ludwig
or Premier Snare. Most hardware included.
Great set for the beginner. $150 firm, call
Dave 381-5019.
75' x 150' Corner lot in Chuluota $13,500.
Contact Bobby at UCF x2365 or 365-8541 .

Roommate: Clean, honest, reliable person to
share 1/2 2 bedroom/2bath, University and
436. $270 +utilities male or female 678-1848.
Female roommate wanted to share 2bdrm/2.5
bath with female . Prefer someone 21 years or
older. Washer, dryer, all appliances on Goldenrod. 112 mile form University. $275/mo + 1/
2 utilities. Call 677-4434.
2 roommates wanted to share 2bdrm/2bath
apartment. $160/mo + 113 utilities . Pool, spa,
tennis - volleyball a>urts plus a lot of hot
females. Five minute drive from UCF. Call
678-8142

ATIENTION: EARN MONEY READING
BOOKS! $32,000/year income potential. Detail. 910 602-838-8885 ext. BK 5780.
Room and board in exchange for deaning
and occasional child care. Non-smoker, own
transportation . Maitland home 629-9380.

Can you buy Jeeps, Cars, 4x4's Seized In
drug raids for under $100.00? Call for facts
today. 805-644-9533. Dept. 127.
76 Hornet, runs good, new battery, alt.,
starter and tires, AC, $500 OBO. Call 6711845.

"Sherwood Forest• ·
312 and 212 available for immediate occupancy. Call OMV Properties Inc. 657-1967 or
657-3409.

Duplex 1.5 miles from UCF. 2bdrm/2bath AC ,
W/O privacy fence. $425 mo. call 365-4315.
2bdrm/2bath Duplex close ro campus.
Washer, dryer, ceiling fans, AC, freshly
painted. Immediate occupancy . $425/mo.
Call 834-8787 or 831 ·6346.
Brick Cottage very nice and private. Located
on 5 fenced acres, good secunty, pets welcomed. Free use of large pool and laundry
facilities. Rent $400/mo includes util. Prefer
female tenant. Call 365-1715.

I

Cheap scope I Tektronix Model 103 ~lllo
scope w/stand. Oldtr tube type single
trace quad Input scope. It'• not state-of·
the-art, but It's only $75. Call 366-1oa41

Beach Cruiser for sale: Like new, 2 months
old. Black $48. Call 275-4134.

r•Illlll
BEER! BEER! BEER!
IT'S EASY TO BREW YOUR OWN!
SEBASTIAN BREWERS SUPPLY HAS ALL
YOUR BEER AND WINEMAKING
SUPPLIES!
1-800-780-SUDS
SPRING BREAK •• Deluxe "student only" 5
night cruise from Tampa to Caribbean (includes all meals) from $449 .. Also, organize a
small group and go tree1••
Book now - space very limited. 1-800-2589191.

1972 Mustang - 6 cylinder - runs ok, looks
good · great transportation. Blue with black
vinyl top_ Asking $500 firm. Call Troy at 831 7610.

Sincere, Caring male, 21, would like a friend to
write to. I was formerly the lead singer of the
rock band "Vixen". As you may know, I was
driving drunk and caused an accident in which
thedriveroftheothercarwaskilled. I felt deep
remorse for my crime and I want to reform my
life. I hope to find some friends who have good
values and who know how to have fun in the
right way. I am currently in Orange County Jal I
serving the last few months of my sentence. If
you feel any sympathy for a person like me,
please write: John Fisher, Fourth Floor/E
T13666, P.O. Box 4970, Orlando 32802.

1983 VWGTI. Red, Sunroof, AC, 75 ,000
miles, stereo cassene. Asking $3300. Call
273-9271 after 5pm.

Excellent word processing 366-0538

Happy 20th Birthday Marianna! You are the
coolest little sister. Pi Phi Love and Mine !
Susan

Need a Typist? Call 645-5331 .

Scott

KCO Inc. WP/OP $150/$250. Call 678-6735.

ATIENTION
GOVERNMENT SEIZED
VEHICLES tram $100. Fords, Mercedes,
Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus Buyers Gulde. 1602·838-8885.

Research papers , 18,278 available!
Catalog $2.00 Research, 11322 Idaho,
#206XT, Los Angeles 90025. Toll free ( 800)
351 -0222. Ext. 33 Visa/Mastercard or COD

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
One mile from UCF campus _
All student oocuments. Same day service
available. IBM/AT WORD PERFECT 5.0
IBM le er quali ty/l aser pri nting.

Supplemental Income
I need part bmetfull 11me salespeople. Earn
S200·500 weekly . Our product 1s needed by
all Call Mr. Howard 831 ·0440
Pan time errand person needed for aV!I eng1·
nearing firm . Flexible hours 15-20r'Week. Call
657-4530.

...

Facial Models needed. No purchase necessary. Call Tracy 658-9956.

Is It True ....Jeeps for $44 through the Government? Call lorfactsl 1·312-742-1142ext.689.

Earn $300 lo $3000 per week as salesperson.
Work in area of your choice. Part ume or lull
lime. Expenence not needed . can862-5608
or 260-6847 for details.

.

WORDPROCESSING. Resumes, papers 48
hour service-only $1 page. Overnight and
non-standard pages extra. Close to campus
281-0499.

Interested in learning Karate?Call 281-5770posslble classes on campus, beginners welrome.

1979 Dodge custom van, PS, PB, air, full
carpet, 318 VB Auto SOK excellent sound
system, many extras $3400 obo. Call anytime
277-9550.

Sofa, matching armchair. good condibon $75
and take them away 6n-7073 BOB.

The gay students organization meets weekly
ror info. concerning meetings and an upcoming weekend conference a>ntact Lance 3802835.

Apt. size washer, dryer w/stand and hookup.
1 year old with warranty. Ask $550., also
service contract. Call 291-4184, leave message.

*

*

Professional
Accurate
Fast
WORDMASTERS 277-9600

Word Processing , laserprinbng for all types of
reportS: term papers, resumes , etc. Reasonable prices. Call Katie Young at 290-1966.
Typing WP papers , resumes, etc. Fast service. reasonable rates. Call Mana 857-5350
Bonus· Pick-up papers UCF
Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs.

•

•
•

P.

•

Your new little sis loves ya l Don't forget
dinner this week!

Liz
To My Best Fnend and Partner in Life and
Love, Bri ...
Happy Birthday I Happy Second Anniversary I
Love Always Mar
Lis and Mare!
Yc.i guys are the Bes ti And I miss you terribly I
We' I have to have a girls knight out again
soon ! Lots of Love,
Greaser
"T"
Sorry you felt left outl You know I rould never
forget you (or the red and green)! My- this Is
a long personal ad l Smile Sweetie, friends
forever!
Kris

•

MINI CLASSIFIED FORM
$0.75 per line: UCF Students, staff & faculty
$1.50 per line: Non-students & businesses
Boldface and underline extra (double line rate)
PREPAYMENT ONLY - No Refunds

Cost per issue:
Number of issues:
TOTAL COST:

$ _ __
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Insertion Dates:

0 FORSALE
D GREEK CORNER
D SERVICES
D TUTORS
D CLUB INFO
0 AUTOS
0 TYPISTS
D OTHER
0 HELP WANTED
D LOST & FOUND
D ROOMATES
0 LONELY•'s
0 WANTED
D CARPOOL
D PERSONALS
D FOR RENT
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Eastern Kentucky, but UCF
lost those games. When the
FROM PAGE 12
'magician' performed early
last year, UCF went 5-1 and
early part of this year.
ranked in the top 10 of Division
"He's ordinarily a very con- II polls.
fident person. But I think if
In the first half of this year,
you look at what happened in Willis has been inconsistent.
the lastlO or 12 games, he just He passed . for 324 yards
hasn't had many good games," against Bethune-Cookman,
McDowell said.
but the Knights' scores were
"The way he started out the foo few.
first five or six games at the
He was again a 'magician'
stµ.rt of the season last year, against Valdosta State (301
we thought we had a magi- yards), but threw six intercepcian," McDowell added.
tions against Troy State the
''Then all of a sudden we following week.
start to play some really good
A turning point for Willis
I-AA teams."
was the 82-yard drive in the
Willis put up impressive final minutes which lifted the
numbers in some of those Knights over North Alabama
games of which McDowell two weeks ago.
spoke. For example, Willis
Until that drive, the
passed for 369 yards against Knights' passing attack did

not factor much in the game,
due in part to the inclement
weather.
McDowell said Willis was
not as confident as he was in
the past.
But McDowell has also said
the rainy weather and Willis'
leg injury are part of the problem.
Willis has played with a
stress fracture ofhis right tibia
he sustained late last season
against Georgia Southern.
Willis
agreed
with
McDowell's assessment and
blamed his leg injury for taking away some of his confidence.
"It's hard to be confident
when your worrying about an
injury," Willis said. "I had a
hard time getting it out of my
mind.

r-------~-----------,
• : GRAND CHINA RESTAURANT : KNIGHTS
FROM PAGE 12

•

: "Best Chinese Buffet Everyday"

:

, I [1\J~J Lunch & Dinner
I m
679-6868
• • ~

i

•
•

L

I
I
I
I

$1.00 off eacq buffet with valid UCF I.D.

6856 Aloma Ave.• I I 4 mile east of 436

-------------------

.J

passes for 213 yards, and
staked the Knights to a 17-0
first half lead.
Willis engineered a eightplay, 90-yard drive in the ~ec
ond quarter, the key play being
a 24-yard bullet to Jefferson.

"You doubt yourself when
the offense doesn't click," Willis continued, "but today we
were on the same page."
Indeed. Willi.s wrote the
page. On the fourth play of the
game, Willis connected with
wide receiver Shawn Jefferson
for a 58-yard touchdown pass
play.
"That happens in football,"
ETSU coach Don Riley said of
the quick touchdown pass.
"You have to say that's part of
the game."
Later in the first half, Willis
completed eight consecutive
passes.
In an effort to give Willis
more time to pass, the Knights
made a change in their blocking scheme.
Willis said the change was
to keep a running back in the

backfield to help with pass
protection.
The move paid off as Willis
faced little pressure when he
went to pass.
"We tried to pressure the
quarterback," Riley said. "We
tried to blitz. That's a credit to
their offensive line."
Willis only made one bad
pass Saturday afternoon.
ETSU intercepted his fifth
pass. But the Buccaneers' ensuing drive stalled.
"He did float that pass,"
McDowell said. ''But other
than that one pass, he played
flawless."
Magically? Perhaps. But it
was at least well enough for
Willis to regain his confidence.
"I think he's gotten his confidence back. It seems like it,"
McDowell said.

English's touchdown run put
UCF ahead 14-0.
Reserve quarterback Ron
Johnson replaced Willis in the
third quarter and led the
Knights on scoring drives of 50
and 71 yards, respectively.
Johnson hit Beckton for a
27-yard gain and tight end
John Osborne for another 20
yards to set up Gril1a's first

field goal. Johnson finished
the game completing five of
eight passes for 109 yards.
"I thought that I played
pretty well," Johnson said. "I
had a feeling that I would get
the opportunity to play."
Beckton found Jefferson in
the comer of the end zone to
give the Knights the lead, 24-0
in the third quarter.

''Iitwastit
rubbing
in-I just wanted
Eddie to know
the score of
last nights game."

The other
night Pete
brought
home a
quart of
milk, a loaf
of bread
and a case
of AIDS.

•
•

•

•

•

.

Go ahead and gloat. You can
rub it in all the way to Chicago
with AT8J Long Distance Service.
Besides, your best friend Eddie
was the one who said your team
could never win three straight.
So give him a call. It costs a
lot less than you think to let him
know who's headed for the Playoffs.
Reach out and touch someone~
If youtl like to know more about
AT&T products and services, like
International Calling and the AT&T
Carci, call us at 1 800 222-0300.

-ATs.T
The right choice.

Pete always felt his
bisexual affairs were
hornless enough .
But Pete did catch the
AIDS virus. That's why his
family's at risk. His wife
risks losing her husband,
and when she has sex
with him, her own life. If
she becomes pregnant
she can pass the AIDS
virus to her baby.
Pete could have protected himself. Saying
"No" could have done it,
or using a condom .
Right now there's no
vaccine for AIDS. and no
cure in sight.
With what we know
today and with the
precautions that can be
taken. no one has to
come home
with a story
like Pete's.

Al Os

If you think you
can't get it you're
dead wrong.
Funded by New York Life
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HUN
FROM PAGE 12·

everyone's in great shape," Ed
Juba, an 11-year runner, saiQ..
"Everyone's on the same
level."
Several frat ernit ies, sororities and other clubs participated. They included Sigma
Chi, Psi Chi and various others
came out to represent their
club. ·
Pat Pacacha, of Sigma Chi,
said, "We're out this early for
the fraternity, the only reason
is for Sigma Chi and it's bene-

ficial for the kids."
Psi Chi, the Psychology
Honor Society, secretary Judy
Ouellette said, "We're out here
to support the Threshold."
Threshold, Inc. founded in
1975, provides intensive, individualized treatment for severely dysfunctional children.
With the funds raised by the
Run for the Kids, Threshold
can expand its program to fill
more individuals' needs.
Dave Crowder, of Martin
Marietta, summed up his rea.:.
son for running in the event: "I
run in it every year because
~hey have great T-shirts."

"This first game got a lot of my nerves out. I
feel more confident to play now," Deck said.
Although Deck will have a few games under
his belt at the end of the season, he will sti11 have
to contend with freshman goalie Didier Menard
for the starting position next year.
Right now, however, Barker feels· the team
must concentrate on breaking out of their goalscoring slump. The team has worked more on
shooting in recent practices.
"We are definitely improving with every
game," Doug Ferrario, midfielder said. "Losing
four games in a row before the Stetson game was
sort of a wake-up call for us."
"Every game brings more unity to the team,"
Deck said. "In another year or two years down
the road I feel that we will play a lot better. We
will be a big for ce to contend with in the future."

SOCCER
FROM PAGE 12

redshirt year to play.
"They need to feel the competition. They
have to play and learn what it's all about and
they can only do that by playing the games,"
Barker said. "In a couple ofyears when they are
all juniors and seniors we will be a very good
team."
One of the freshman who made his collegiate
debut was goalkeeper Tim Deck. Barker took
Deck out of his red shirt freshman year to get
experience and possibly replace senior goalkeeper Warren Russ next year.
Barker felt that Deck played very well despite a few rookie mistakes.

<

H0 T SHOTS

HURRICANE HUGO VICTIMS
NEED YouR HELP .

Alafaya Commons (Publix ShoppingCenter)

380-0170

is accepting c ash contributions to
aid the victims in all hurricane Hugo affected areas.

THE AMERICAN REo CRoss

"It's The Place To

The aftermath of the destruction and human tragedy from the ·
storm has. placed an incredible challenge on the resources of the
Red Cross. The multi-million dollar campaign will be the single most
costly disaster relief effort in the l 08-year history of Red Cross history.

Be!"

•Mondays:

Foosball T oumaments

•Tuesdays:

$3.00 Pitcher Night! Choose from
Bud, Bud Light, Miller Lite

•• •CA$H •• •

•Wednesdays: Import Night! All 12 oz. imports are
just $1.25!

Please designate donations to: ""Hurricane Hugo Relief" American Red Cross
5 North Bumby Avenue Orlando, Florida 32803

• Thursdays:

UCF NIGHT!! ladies Drink Free!
Guys pay just $4.50 for all you can_ drink of Bud, Bud Light and Miller Lite!

Express your
views and opinions,

• Fridays:

PARTY TIME!

•Saturdays:

College football on our BIG SCREEN
TV. Du iring the nighttime it's LADIES'

thoughts and problems,
griefs and gripes
in our editorial page.

N1GHT; 50¢ draft, $1.00 wine
coolers, FREE POOL!

•Sundays:

Send letters to:
The Ceniral Florida Fwure

Pro Football on the tubes! LADIES'
N1 GHT all over again

P.O. Box 25000
Orlando, FL 32816.

I

COMING THURSDAY OCTOBER 12TH

PART - TIME EMPLOYMENT

•

JOB FAIR

•

SPONSORED BY THE UCF CAREER· RESOURCE CENTER·
A CHANCE FOR UCF STUDENTS AND
EMPLOYERS TO MEET AND DISCUSS
PART - TIM E EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES.
PARTIAL LIST OF EMPLOYERS

•

•
•

UPS

Nanny Placement Cente r , I nc.
Popeyes Famous Fried Ch ic ke n
Sea World or Florida
Al. t amon t e Ma.1..1..
Avon
Martin Marietta

Florida Power Corp.
Norrell. Temporary Service ~
Eckerd Drug

Adi a Personnel Services
A. L. Wi l liams
Walt Disney Worl~ Co.
Central Florida YMCA
TRC Temporary Incorporated
Info source
Volt Temporary Services
TempTalent
Roadway Package System

•

•
•

LOCATION : .STUDENT -CENTER GREEN
TIME : 10:00 A.M. TO 2:00 P.M.
Fo r Furth er

I ~ f o rmati o n ,

STUDENT CENTER )
( AUDITORIUM
IF RAIN

Contact Corinne Russo, Career Resourc e Center

ADMIN. 124

275- 2361

•
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Jefferson sees benefits of
starting games on bench

•

by Glenn Carrasquillo
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Sophomore Shawn J efferson, is emerging as a big play
receiver for the Knights this
year.
In UCF's latest victory over
East Tennessee State, Jefferson caught a game-high five
passes for 119 yards including
two for touchdowns.
Last week, Jefferson
grabbed an over-the-shoulder
touch down pass against North
Alabama with 56 seconds
remaining to snare a UCF victory. Heroics of that sort are
what Jefferson is showing a
knack for.
"If Jefferson is able to make
that kind of play under those
conditions, we are making a
mistake not featuring him in
our offense," coach Gene
McDowell said.
In UCF's fourth play of the
Jorge Alvarez/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUl URE
game against ETSU, Jefferson
KNIGHTS REIGN
caught a pass over the middle
Wide receiver Shawn Jefferson watches from the sidelines as
for six points. In the third
the rain falls and the Knights beat ETSU, 34-0.
quarter Jefferson caught a
pass from Sean Beckton on a
-----------------------~ hand-off option play.
Jefferson showed his hero-
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GYMNAST/TUMBLERS
AND ACTORS WITH ATHLETIC SKILLS

•

.
•

.

Walt Dillney World Co. will hold open auditiON for experienced gymnut/tumblers (male and lemale) and actors who have athletic abilities (climbing, running,
gymnastica, stage combat, repelling, experience with whips, and the ability to
work at subetantial heights) for roleein the outdoor, live show "Indiana Jones Epic
Stunt Spectacular" at the Disney-MGM Studios Theme Park in Florida. The show
consists of three action scenes from "Raiders of the Lost Ark" performed up lo ten
times daily in the 2000-seat amphitheater.
All applicants mWlt be at least 18 years of age and in good physical condition.
Bring non-returnable photo and resume and wear appropriate attire and shoes.

•

All gymnast/tumbler applicants will be asked to display dive roll, back and front
handsprings, cartwheels and other gymnastic moves. Experience in 2 and 3-high
pyramid building and Arabia.n tumbling is a plus. Some gymnasts may be asked
to read from the script.
Actors must have professional experience, and athletic skilla are a must for all
stunt roles. Please prepare a one-minute monologue (comic or serlo-<:omic) and
be prepared for saipt reading. All actors with athletic experience will participate
in a separate gymnastic/filght combination that will be taught at the audition .

•
"

•

Indiana Jones
(STITNT ROLE)
Marion Ravenswood
(STITNT ROLE)
Swordsman/German Mechanic
(STITNT ROLE)
Dittc;tor
(Mature presence; MC understudy)
First Ass't Di.rector
(Young, sharp wit)
Continuity Supervisor
(Marion understudy)
Director of Photography
(Mechanic understudy)
Special Effecta Supervisor
(Indiana understudy)

male, 1.5-35 range
female, 25-35 range
male, 25-35 range, la/I, solid
b11ild
male, 3-0-40 raP1ge
male, 1.5-35 range
female, 25-35 range
male, 1.5-35 ratrge
male, 1.5-35 rat1ge

EMCEE
(Guides audience through show)

male/female, 25-35 range

Hostess
(Marlon/Continuity understudy)

frmale, 25-35 range

Relocation assistance is offered as part of a complete benefit package.

•

Audition Sites, Dates and Registration Times
Note: Gymnast/Tumblers attend first day; Actors attend second day.
ORLANDO, FL

•
•

Univ. of Central Rorida
Education Building
Multipurpoee Room

GYMNASTfTUMBLERS:
Saturday, .October 14
9 AM Registration

Call back auditions same day. No appointment necessary.
For further information, call Walt Disney World Auditions 407 /345-5701
Monday-Friday, 10 AM-4 PM Eastern Time.

V {e).ur~f~f
,

•
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ACTORS:
Sunday, October 15
9 AM Registration

1·
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An Equal OjJpor1unlly [mploytr

ics after coming off the bench
last week against North Alabama. This week he started for
the first time due to a hamstring injury to junior wide
receiver Ted Coltrain.
"Wide receiver cq,ach Karl
Dorrell told me I was going to
get the call," Jefferson said.
"Ted Coltrain had a hamstring
pull and I was inserted as the
starting receiver. We have so
many good receivers here, it
doesn't really matter who
starts," he said.
The Knights have a core of
receivers that makes for a potent air attack. Sean Beckton
and Ted Coltrain are listed as
first-teamers, but Jefferson
and Mike Dickinson are more
than able second stringers.
"We have a great bunch of
receivers on this team and we
all get a good deal of playing
time," junior wide receiver
Sean Beckton said. Beckton
grabbed three passes for 54
yards against ETSU and is 11
receptions short of UCF alltime leader Teddy Wilson.
Jefferson doesn't mind his
role as a second team receiver.
"I like coming off the bench. I

get a chance to see what the
quarterback is doing and to see
weaknesses in the corners and
I see what's working," Jefferson said.
Last season Jefferson
pulled down eight passes for
1 79 yards, an average of 22.4
yards per catch. He is one of
the fastest Knights on the
gridiron this year.
"Jefferson is one of the fastest three or four players on this
team. We felt we could have
told him to line up and take off
down the sideline and have
been successful (against
ETSU)," McDowell said. "We
didn't need to do that."
Jefferson, a Raines H.S.
product lettered 2 years in
football and track before his
redshirt freshman year in
1988. He earned all-conference honors as a senior in
those two sports.
Jefferson who is very close
to his family, promised his
mother he would score for her
against ETSU.
"I told my mom I would
catch a touchdown pass for her
today," he said. "I didn't know
I'd score two."
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Offense smokes, defense chOkes Bucs
by Brian Campbell

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Shawn Jefferson 'caught two touchdown passes and the defense recorded
its first shutout in six years as UCF
blanked East Tennessee State, 34-0, at
the Citrus Bowl on Saturday.
Jefferson took a slant pass from
·quarterback Shane Willis on the
game's fourth play and raced 58 yards
for the score. He added another touchdown in the third quarter, taking a 9yard strike from Sean Beckton. J efferson finished the game with five catclies
for 119 yards.
"We felt we could use Jefferson because of his speed," coach Gene
McDowell said. "We haven't used him
much this year, but he's every bit as
good as Beckton."
UCF (4-2) also got a pair of field
goals from Franco Grilla to go with
touchdowns by Willie English and
Mark Giacone. Grilla was perfect on
two attempts from 27 and 35 yards.
English scored from 10 yards out in the
second quarter to give the Knights a 100 advantage. Giacone bolted 45 yards
- with just over three minutes remaining
in the game.
The Knights rolled up 526 yards in
total offense, including 198 on the
ground. Giacone led UCFwith 75 yards
on eight carries. The Knights also had
five players with over 40 yards receiving each.
,. "We're a 'very diverse offense, that's
· why we led the nation in points scored,"
McDowell said.
The Knight's defense did its part,
holding the Buccaneers (2-4) to 242
yards in total offense. ETSU's running
back George Searcy came into the con-

test averaging 134
yards per game but
could manage only
55 yards on 19 carries. Buccaneer
quarterback Randy
Meredith
completed 14 of 19
passes for 168
yards.
Twice the Buccaneers threatened to
score but both
times UCF's defense stiffened. The
first time followed a
63-yard, 12-play
march in the second quarter that
ended with a
fumble recovery by
linebacker Larry
Salazar at the 11yard line. The second chance came
with 6:24 to play in
the third quarter
but Mike Shoun's
49-yard field goal
•
attempt fell short.
The Buccaneer offense sputtered the
remainder of the
game.
Linebacker Bill
Stewart led the
Jorge Alvarez/CENTRAL fLORIDA FUTUkE
Knight defense
with three solo Freshman running back Willie English gallops past a Buccaneer defender during the fourth quarter
tackles and four downpour in Saturday afternoon's 34-0 victory over East Tennessee State University.
assists. Willie Britton and Eric Buckley each recorded a
"We didn't give up the easy six they deserve the shutout."
Willis did his job, completing 13 of18
sack for UCF. The Knights' last shut- points," defensive coordinator Rusty
out came in 1983 against Valdosta Russell said. "That's been our curse
see KNIGHTS page 9
State.
this year. The defense did a great job,
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Willis returns
as magician

Over 1,000
compete in
run for kids

by Roy Fuoco
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

by Michelle Lee
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Over 1,000 runners participated in the NCNB Threshhold Run For the Kids at UCF
Saturday morning.
The 5,000 Meter Road Race
officially began the Track
Shack Grand Prix Series.
There were nearly 1,300 competitors in the 5K, one mile fun
run and the 1/4 mile kiddie
run.
Dick Tucker, this year's
rate director, said of the event,
"It would not go on without
UCF. The entire community
responds."
"This was the largest turn
out yet and on a very warm
day," Tucker said. "At least
$15,000 was raised for the
Threshold kids."
NCNB National Bank was
the primary sponsor of the race
along with Matthews Orthopedic Clinic and Pepsi-Cola.
Overall champion was
Brian Jaeger with a time of14
minutes, 51 seconds.
Defending champion, Ed
Juba came in a close second
with 14:58. The defending
women's champion, Claudia
Kasen proved she has been
training by winning first overall for the women with a time of
17:42.
"It's very early in the season
and very competitive but not
see RUN page 1o

SHUTOUT ·
The UCF defense shutout an opponent for the first time under Coach Gene McDowell. It
was also the first UCF shutout of a I-AA team. Inside linebacker Larry Salazar tackles
Buccaneer George Searcy as other UCF defenders close in.

Thought to be something of a magician after some almost magical plays
early last season, Shane Willis again
performed his magic for UCF football
fans.
Wi1lis systematically dismantled
East Tennessee State University's secondary in UCF's 34-0 win over the
Buccaneers. In just over one half of
play, he completed 13of18 passes for
213 yards.
His performance Saturday afternoon recalled memories of early last
season, when he performed his magic
against opposing secondaries en route
to becoming Division II's second-leadingplayer in the nation in total offense.
But Coach Gene McDowell said
Willis was not the same quarterback
toward the end of last season and the
see WILLIS page 9

Overtimes give soccer team 1 ·1 tie
by Jeff Barlls
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF men's soccer team recorded a
1-1 tie against the Stetson University
Hatters at UCF on Thursday.
After 15 minutes in the first half, Hatters' sweeper Tim Foley headed the ball
into UCF's goal to give Stetson its only
score of the game. UCF's only goal belonged to sophomore forward Mark Rowe
with 23 minutes left to play in regulation
time.
UCF and Stetson continued to battle
through two 15 minute overtime periods

which did not change the outcome of the
game.
"It was our most physical game so far,"
midfielder Jon Brooks said. "We knew it
would be a tough game and so did they,
despite our record."
The Knights are 1-6-2 but could turn
their season around with seven more
games and one tournament left to play.
The team also will try to break a shooting
slump to which Coach Bill Barker attributes the team's record.
Barker explained that he is happy with
the amount of scoring opportunities the
offense has created, but feels the team

needs to take more advantage of its
chances.
'We could have easily won the game by
three, four, or five points," Barker said.
'We just didn't score goals. We have created opportunity after opportunity, but
we can't seem to capitalize on them and
get the ball in the net."
Barker added that another reason for
the Knights' poor showing midway
through the season is the overall lack of
experience. With only two seniors, Barker
has had to take a few freshmen out of their

see SOCCER page 10
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